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On an enchanted island, far, far away, princess ponies can talk and play. Eight golden horseshoes

give the ponies their magic, but when the shoes go missing from the castle, only a true pony lover

can save the princesses and their home. A Unicorn Adventure!When the second youngest Princess

Pony, Honey, enters the forbidden Cloud Forest, Pippa and Princess Stardust know they must

follow her. They find out Honey's secret-a new unicorn friend! And when the unicorn mentions a

magical tree in the middle of the forest, Pippa thinks there might be a golden horseshoe there. Are

Pippa and Princess Stardust brave enough to face the fire-breathing dragonflies and other scary

creatures of the Cloud Forest?
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My 7 year old daughter is in love with this series. After reading the first she has purchased each of

the next ones as soon as they were published and we read them in a few days. She did say that the

Unicorn Adventure one was her favorite in the series so far.This book, book 4 in the series, really is

dependent on books 1-3. In my opinion, this shouldn't be a stand-alone book, as it is so short and

so dependent on the books before it and the books after it, that it feels more like the Princess

Ponies series should be one big book instead. But the way they published it, the kids get a separate

horseshoe jewel with each book..and the publisher gets more money. Nevertheless, each book is



pretty inexpensive and my daughter absolutely loves them.

The search for the lost, magical horseshoes continues on the pony island of Chevalia.This is a

series that my 8 year daughter loves. A liitle over an hundred pages with simple, but cute B&W

drawings, she finishes it easily in one sitting. They include a different horseshoe charm with each

book which she collects.Pippa, a human girl, was taken, in the initial book, while vacationing on the

beach with her family, by two sea horses to Chevalia, the secret world of talking ponies. Alas, the

magical horsehoes were stolen, and Pippa along with different ponies search for them and

encounter various creatures and mild adventures. The author shows the layout of the island with

Wild Forest, Cloud Forest, Castle, volcano, etc along with the family tree of the royal family. In this

story, Pippa and Stardust follow after Princess Honey into the 'scary' Cloud Forest. It's really all fun

and cute. At the end, they include an interview with Princess Honey by Tulip Inkhoof, and a sneek

peak, of Book 5 "An Amazing Rescue".A thumbs up by our child, more cutesy, adorable storytelling

with incentive charm

Our 6 year old daughter absolutely loves this series of books!! We read them every night! :)

Great read, my 8 year old Granddaughter loves the series!

Love reading these with my daughter cute story line

My daughter loves this series!

5 year old daughter loves it!

Great book!
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